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Preface 

This briefing paper explores macro-trends in the energy industry that could be influential to the alliance 
during the time period of its next strategic plan (2025-2029). It is one of a series of four papers that 
NEEA staff and the Board’s Strategic Planning Committee (SPC) have collaborated on to produce. These 
papers are intended to inform the Board about the potential impact of these topics and help enable it to 
assess risk, identify opportunities and guide the direction and goals of the alliance. These briefing papers 
are intentionally general in nature and not focused on NEEA or NEEA’s potential role in the region. 

The purpose of this paper is to identify and understand the macro-trends that are expected to impact 
the Northwest energy sector over the next decade. These drivers include policy design, market trends, 
technology development, customer values and interests, regulatory approaches, system design, physical 
resource characteristics and customer load.  

The primary source of information underlying this landscape assessment is 67 interviews conducted 
with stakeholders throughout the Northwest and national energy industry between July 13 and August 
13, 2021. These observations from across the region provide a wide spectrum of perspectives from 
different roles, inclinations and geographies. This paper chronicles the consistent themes that emerged 
from the conversations and acknowledges divergent views and opinions. 

 

Executive Summary 
The energy sector in the Northwest is undergoing a period of intense, rapid and in some areas 
revolutionary change. This change is being driven by inter-connected macro-trends that could 
potentially redefine the region’s energy sector in the next 5-10 years. These drivers are derived from an 
assessment of legislative, market and regulatory activities and from opinions and projections expressed 
by stakeholders interviewed for this process:  

• State and Local Energy and Climate Policies: Aggressive greenhouse gas (GHG) and renewable 
energy mandates on electric utilities in Washington and Oregon will impact future generation 
and demand-side management investment in the region. In Idaho and Montana, state-wide 
GHG mandates have not been adopted, but local, tribal and utility clean energy goals reflect a 
regional trend toward zero emission resources. 

• Major Build Out of Renewable Energy: Spurred by state polices and customer demand, fossil-
fueled generation is being retired and new fossil-fueled generation is prohibited in some 
jurisdictions. Variable renewable resources will dominate future build out. The average price of 
energy at Mid-C (an electricity trading hub in the Northwest) will likely decline as large amounts 
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of zero marginal cost1 renewable resources saturate the market, impacting utility sales and the 
cost-effectiveness of energy efficiency. An influx of renewable resources in the Northwest will 
also create price volatility and short-term pricing. As market penetration of solar generation 
increases, late afternoon ramping energy needs will create significant demands for capacity and 
flexibility. Utilities and policy makers interviewed for this paper are concerned that more 
variable, less dispatchable generation will create resource adequacy challenges.  

• The Changing Role of Natural Gas: Some state and local jurisdictions are re-examining the use 
of natural gas under greenhouse policies. Natural gas may be deemed more valuable at certain 
times like winter peak and replaceable by electricity at others. Renewable natural gas will help 
to decarbonize the fuel, but electrification of some residential and commercial uses is also a 
likely transition. There is disagreement about the pace and depth of this transition. 

• Transportation Electrification: Electrifying transportation could increase electricity demand 
nationally up to 15% by 2030 and up to 85% by 2050. Some studies would dispute this, but the 
West Coast is ahead of the national curve and might be on the upper end of a national range. 
NW Power and Conservation Council staff forecast shows large potential regional EV growth by 
2045, although this could be offset by use of hydrogen in heavy duty vehicles. Electric Vehicle 
(EV) charging will affect distribution systems. Some Northwest states are engaging in 
distribution system planning to better understand the evolving uses of the system from EV 
charging and other applications. 

• Climate Change Impacts on Loads and Resources: Climate change is altering the Northwest 
resource base. More precipitation is anticipated to fall in the form of rain during the winter 
months, resulting in a smaller snowpack and less summer generation. Higher in-stream 
temperatures will create more stress on native fish populations, and it is possible that additional 
operational constraints on the federal hydro system will be imposed. Summer peak driven by air 
conditioning load will grow as there will be more frequent, longer, and more intense heat 
waves. Wildfires will cause disruption to transmission and distribution of electricity. 

• States Viewing the Changing Value of Energy Efficiency Differently: An influx of renewable 
resources in the Northwest will reduce forward average energy prices and lower traditional 
avoided cost and therefore cost effectiveness thresholds. This will reduce the number of energy 
efficiency measures that are considered cost effective when compared to the costs of new 
generation (as cost-effectiveness is traditionally measured). On the other hand, energy 
efficiency at the right times and places may become a more valuable resource as a way to 
reduce greenhouse gas emissions, decrease infrastructure investments needed to serve new 
loads, and help integrate variable renewable resource output. Energy efficiency can play a major 
role in curbing net load on a utility. The value of energy efficiency to support grid resilience, 
customer energy independence and healthy dwellings will also increase as extreme weather 
conditions persist. This may lead to a redesign of cost-effectiveness in some states as a system 
value, whereas other states or Bonneville Power Administration customer utilities may retain 

 
1 Renewable energy, unlike other sources of energy like gas or coal electricity, doesn't cost any more money to produce another 
MW/ hour. There are no additional marginal fuel costs.  
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the existing marginal energy cost methodology, creating challenges for regional efficiency 
programs. Even without revaluation of energy efficiency, the Northwest states will diverge in 
terms of values that are included in cost-effectiveness, making a regional application of a single 
methodology difficult. 

• Re-thinking Regional Transmission: A regional transmission organization (RTO) serving the 
region is likely to form in the next 10 years, though the geographic scope and timing are not 
certain. A larger footprint under an RTO would capture efficiency value from resource and 
geographic diversity. Ironically, recent weather excursions and wildfires suggest that while 
larger RTO footprints are still desired, the value of localized understanding of resilience is 
increasingly important. In the meantime, the Energy Imbalance Market, the Northwest Power 
Pool resource adequacy program, and perhaps an extended day ahead market (EDAM2) might 
provide many of the same coordination benefits.  

• Regulation and Rate Design: Some jurisdictions consider rate design as a necessary means to 
drive customer energy independence and the reduction of greenhouse gas emissions while 
developing transportation electrification and promoting equity and environmental justice. 
Changes to rate design could turn EV charging and customer-owned generation and storage 
from burdens on the distribution system to valuable integration tools. However, time-of-use 
rate designs will be new to many utility customers and they generally rely on the roll out of 
advanced metering, which not all utilities have. Washington and Oregon are looking into multi-
year rate plans and performance-based ratemaking for the Investor Owned Utilities (IOUs); in 
the meantime, voluntary load-shifting programs can provide some benefit. 

• Technology will Innovate: The demand for GHG emission-free resources will spur the 
development of new technologies. While technology trends can be national in scope, the 
Northwest has both opportunities and needs that favor new technologies like offshore wind, 
storage, green hydrogen, and small nuclear reactors. Regional regulators have discussed 
adapting resource planning processes to speed up planning cycles.  

• Distribution System Planning: Distribution system planning will create greater visibility and 
operational control as interface with customer technologies matures. Distributed generation, 
storage, energy efficiency, and EV charging will create challenges and opportunities in 
distribution system operations. More advanced distribution system operations could relieve 
larger transmission constraints. Customer technologies, including energy efficiency, will be seen 
as a component to overall system and individual customer resilience, and could lead to more 
equitable customer solutions. 

• Resource adequacy and resilience: Continued movement toward transportation and building 
electrification is expected to significantly increase the amount of demand on the electrical 
system, at a time where intermittent generating resources are coming online. This, combined 
with increasing extreme weather events, has increased interest in region-wide system planning. 
The supply chain is watching these conversations closely to see how to optimize their 

 
2 EDAM is a day ahead energy market being considered by entities in the West through the California Independent System 
Operator.   
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technologies to integrate into this system approach and also support end-use customers to 
strengthen their own resiliency in times of extreme weather events. 

Introduction 

The energy sector is always changing and evolving. In the Northwest, the last 25 years have seen the 
impact of natural gas generation, deregulation, the West Coast energy crisis, and rapid wind 
development in the Columbia River Gorge. Over the next decade there are several interconnected 
drivers that could potentially redefine the region’s energy sector. These drivers are not uniform 
throughout the region and some significant divergence between states is explored in the information 
presented. However, common themes are developing and creating lasting impact to the Northwest 
energy sector. 

This paper explores the drivers that energy sector actors observe and must react to. These drivers 
include Federal and State clean energy policies and resulting emphasis on non-dispatchable renewable 
resources, the electrification of the transportation sector, rethinking the structure of the regional 
electricity transmission system, the development of new technologies like storage and new fuels like 
hydrogen, environmental impacts on hydro production and seasonal load, and evolutions in customer 
sophistication and social equity. The follow-on implications are numerous and include such issues as 
market prices, resource adequacy, system resilience, distribution system modernization, and much 
more. These implications directly intersect with energy efficiency and its role in an evolving energy 
system. 
 

Regional Trends and Insights 

Policy Drivers 
Public policy is the creation of the goals, standards, laws, and rules that determine what the government 
does or does not do to create resources, benefits, costs, and burdens. As a result, if effective, public 
policy can have huge influences on markets, consumer behavior and investor incentives. On the other 
hand, state public policies are rarely consistent with each other and will, appropriately, result in 
different outcomes in different jurisdictions. While some state policies may influence markets and 
investor behavior throughout the region, other state policies may exert different influences within that 
state’s borders.  

Idaho: Idaho’s recent energy policy appears to be more locally oriented rather than state-wide. Idaho 
has state energy efficiency codes and standards, but there is no renewable energy standard and there 
has been no meaningful discussion of GHG standards in the Legislature. GHGs are not regulated by the 
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Idaho Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ). There have been no significant climate change or 
clean energy standard laws enacted by the legislature over the last several years. Interviews suggest 
that Idaho’s state policy paradigm will continue in this direction, valuing energy efficiency initiatives by 
avoided cost of generating resources, without incorporating cost of carbon or other societal values. 

While state-level policies to address GHG reductions haven’t been a focus for the Idaho legislature, 
there are some local, utility, and tribal-based initiatives to reduce GHG. The City of Boise recently 
established a goal of being carbon neutral by 2050, including the use of 100% clean electricity for city 
facilities by 2030. Idaho Power has adopted a goal of serving customers with 100% clean energy by 2045 
by leveraging their hydro assets. Avista pledges to be carbon neutral by 2045, which includes a goal to 
reduce natural gas emissions by 30% by 2030. These two utilities represent 70% of state electricity load. 
The Nez Perce Tribe just invested heavily in solar panels at tribal headquarters, citing energy 
independence and climate change as drivers. 
 
Montana: Similar to Idaho, Montana’s clean energy policy seems more localized and heavily influenced 
by voluntary market forces. The voluntary markets are interconnected across state lines, which might 
have impacts in the future as decarbonization gains influence within these markets. Montana has no 
overarching clean energy law but is focused on grid security and resilience. The 2021 Legislature passed 
House Bill (HB) 576, which repeals the previously existing renewable portfolio standard. Both of 
Montana’s investor-owned utilities had reached the 15% renewable energy requirement and law 
makers decided not to extend or expand the requirement. Energy independence is a stronger driver of 
energy policy in Montana compared to other Northwest states.  
 
Active energy goals or mandates seem to be more the realm of local governments or utilities. For 
example, the cities of Missoula and Bozeman both have stated carbon reduction goals. Northwestern 
Energy has a goal to reduce carbon intensity by 90% (from 2010 levels) by 2045.  
 
Oregon: Oregon has had a minimum public purpose charge for IOUs to fund energy efficiency and low-
income weatherization since 1999. Oregon adopted a renewable portfolio standard in 2007, which was 
expanded in 2017 in the same bill that prohibited coal-generated power in rates by 2030. More recent 
policies include:  

• In 2020 Governor Brown issued an executive order directing state agencies to consider climate 
change in decision-making consistent with statutory authority and asking the Oregon 
Department of Environmental Quality (ODEQ) to examine a cap and reduce program for GHGs. 
ODEQ is currently working on a rulemaking for the Environmental Quality Commission’s 
consideration in December that would be a declining cap on GHGs covering transportation fuel 
providers and natural gas utilities.  

• In 2021, the Governor signed into law HB 2021 which requires Portland General Electric and 
PacifiCorp to reduce annual GHG emissions from retail service by 100% by 2040 from a 2010-
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2012 baseline. The utilities will file clean energy plans with the Public Utilities Commission (PUC) 
concurrent with their Integrated Resource Plans (IRPs). 

• HB 2021 directs the utilities to form Community Benefits and Impacts Advisory Groups 
and submit a biennial report on energy burden and any investments in environmental 
justice communities. 

• HB 2021 allows the utilities to form an agreement with local governments that adopt 
clean energy standards to supply power with more renewable content than in the utility 
resource stack. There are provisions to protect other customers from cost-shifting. 

• HB 2021 also creates a $50M grant program administered by Oregon Department of 
Energy (ODOE) to fund community renewable energy projects. 

• HB 3055 says that alternative forms of transportation are a benefit to electric ratepayers and 
makes IOU funding of EV infrastructure costs recoverable under certain conditions.  

• HB 2180 amends state building codes to require commercial and multi-family residential 
buildings to provide electric service for charging electric vehicles. 

• HB 3141 extends the public purpose charge to 2036, removes the energy efficiency component, 
which is now overseen by the PUC, redefines some of the expenditures to include distribution 
side technologies, and increases the low-income bill payment assistance fund. 

• There are several bills that direct state agencies to investigate certain issues: HB 3375 declares a 
state goal of 3 gigawatts of offshore wind by 2030 and asks ODOE for a literature review on 
costs and benefits; Senate Bill (SB) 333 directs ODOE to study renewable hydrogen; and SB 589 
directs ODOE to develop a task force to look at values of a RTO.  

Washington: Washington adopted a renewable portfolio standard in 2006 covering 18 utilities within 
the state. In 2019, Washington passed the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA). CETA applies to all 
electric utilities serving retail load in the state and sets milestones to reach 100% clean energy supply by 
2045. Coal must be eliminated from resource portfolios by 2025. Utilities must develop a clean energy 
plan every four years. There are provisions relating to assessing energy burden for low-income 
households, engaging stakeholders in policy development, establishing reporting requirements, 
improving wholesale market transactions, and monitoring rates impacts. Legislature also passed HB 
1512 which described utility electrification of transportation plans and incentives for investing in electric 
vehicle charging infrastructure.  

• In 2021, the Legislature passed the Climate Commitment Act (CCA), which directs the 
Department of Ecology to develop rules to implement a cap on carbon emissions, including the 
tracking of emissions allowances and compliance measures. Starting on Jan 1, 2023, the cap and 
invest program will cover industrial facilities, electricity generators, electricity importers, natural 
gas providers, and will add coverage to other sectors in later years. Proceeds from the auction of 
allowances will be used for clean energy transition, clean transportation, and at least one third 
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of revenues will be directed toward overburdened communities and at least 10% to tribal 
projects. (There is still some legal uncertainty about the if or how this program goes into effect.) 

• The Healthy Environment for All Act of 2021 requires the state Environmental Justice Council to 
recommend projects funded by CCA revenues and requires an environmental justice review 
every two years starting in 2023. 

• SB 5295 requires all general rate case filings to the Washington Utilities and Transportation 
Commission (WUTC) include a proposal for a multi-year rate plan. The WUTC must, if approving 
such a plan, determine performance measures with incentive and penalty mechanisms on 
several potential factors including affordability, customer satisfaction, clean energy, 
conservation acquisition, demand side management, attainment of state energy policies, etc.  

• The City of Seattle has adopted policies to be carbon neutral, to electrify transportation, and 
recently to ban fossil fuels in new commercial construction in the City.  

California: California has adopted many significant energy and climate policies over the last two 
decades, including a renewable portfolio standard, an economy-wide cap and trade program, a clean 
transportation fuels regime, and a building code that requires new construction homes to have solar 
photo-voltaic panels starting in 2020. The market opportunities for Northwest states to export fossil-fuel 
generation to California is quite limited.  

Market Dynamics 
As a result of some state and local policies to reduce GHG emission and increase renewable generation, 
market forces will generally move energy supply away from fossil-fuel generation to renewable 
resources. Boardman, Centralia and Colstrip coal units have shut down and in the next 10 years 
additional units, including the remaining units at Centralia and Colstrip, and several PacifiCorp units, will 
close. As the Pacific Coast states’ clean energy standards ramp up and residential and non-residential 
customer preferences for lower emission energy content are satisfied by voluntary green energy 
products, there will be less of a market for the sale of fossil-fuel generated power. Renewable energy 
will become a greater share of the region’s generation portfolio.  

The staff of the NW Power and Conservation Council is assuming in its draft of the 8th Power Plan, that 
large amounts of solar will serve load in the Northwest over the next decade3. Because of the shape of 
solar output and the lack of dispatchability of renewables (in the absence of wide-spread storage), 
energy will become increasingly abundant at certain times of the day and year and increasingly scarce at 
other times. This has the potential to both bring down average energy prices as abundant energy 
saturates the grid and increase the value of load flexibility to manage swings in renewable resource 
generation.  

 
3 Preliminary Baseline Modeling Results for the 2021 Power Plan: EE valuation in 2021P world 

https://nwcouncil.app.box.com/s/sb1jaorxm4hq48lisr782o205eormnzq
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The shift away from thermal to primarily renewable resources in the Northwest has a number of 
implications. First, GHG emissions from the electricity sector in the Northwest will go down. Second, as 
average energy prices fall, surplus energy sales may bring less revenue back to Bonneville Power 
Administration and IOU customers. This may create upward pressure on retail rates, especially for IOU 
customers who are paying for the fixed costs of new resources and receiving less surplus revenue from 
market sales.  

Third, capacity becomes more valuable than energy. As more dispatchable thermal resources are retired 
and more non-dispatchable renewable resources come on-line, there is a premium on resources that 
can be confidently called upon to serve renewable resource ramping. This has serious consequences for 
regional resource adequacy. There is some debate as to how dire resource adequacy needs will become 
related mostly to the availability of imported power, but the native resource type is clearly changing. 
The NW Power Pool has gathered the region to discuss a voluntary resource adequacy standard that is 
binding on those who join the system. This has the potential to create greater system visibility and more 
efficient use of existing resource flexibility. However, this value can be hampered if there is a lack of 
regional load diversity for example during a geographically extensive heatwave. The NW Power Pool 
intends to hire SW Power Pool, Inc. to provide program operator services to develop a resource 
adequacy program in the West.  

Changing Value of Energy Efficiency 
A fourth implication is that reduced average energy prices tend to lower traditional avoided costs and 
therefore cost effectiveness thresholds. This seems to reduce the amount of cost-effective energy 
efficiency opportunities as traditionally measured by average energy costs. Additionally, there is wide 
degree of agreement among those interviewed that some traditional energy efficiency measures will 
become less valuable and other energy efficiency measures which acquire savings at the right times and 
in the right places will become more valuable than ever. As significant new load comes on the system at 
the same time as some natural gas uses are reduced, and as flexibility becomes more important, energy 
efficiency will remain a valuable tool. There may be other values such as equivalent reserve capacity 
during wide-spread weather events. In other words, the reduction of the traditional cost effectiveness of 
energy efficiency is happening at the same time that the value of energy efficiency is increasing in a 
greenhouse gas-constrained system. 

Many of the experts interviewed for this paper suggested that energy efficiency must be reevaluated 
and better understood. The value of energy efficiency may not serve as a least cost resource to offset 
more expensive fossil-fuel generation. Rather, energy efficiency could be reevaluated and valued as a 
way to reduce the costs of infrastructure (generation and delivery) investments as large new loads are 
shifted to the electricity sector, and to mitigate peak and ramping needs, which are more apparent on a 
system with heavy renewable resource output.4 Many stakeholders said that market transformation will 

 
4 LA100 Study, Chapter 1. Introduction (nrel.gov);  California rulemaking: 385242131.PDF (ca.gov) and  385242131.PDF (ca.gov) 

https://www.nrel.gov/docs/fy21osti/79444-1.pdf
https://docs.cpuc.ca.gov/PublishedDocs/Published/G000/M385/K242/385242131.PDF
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continue to be an important tool in the Northwest in both exploring the revaluation of energy efficiency 
and in promoting efficiency products.  

One complication is that this dynamic, while a result of market forces, is not consistently transparent or 
impactful to all regional utilities. Some customers of BPA, for example, will focus more on the traditional 
avoided cost methodology as their economic driver is their relationship to Tier 2 power. Preference 
customers of BPA are allotted a certain amount of output from the federal system at the Tier 1 rate 
based on the system costs, and Tier 2 serves load beyond that allotment more or less at market prices. If 
the price of Tier 2 power comes down, then the incentive to pay for higher priced energy efficiency to 
avoid Tier 2 prices is reduced. Such appears to be the case with market values depressed by abundant 
renewables, so there may be less willingness to pay for or even explore the full value of energy 
efficiency. BPA and its customers and stakeholders are currently contemplating the contract design for 
2028 and beyond, but, at this point, no clear concepts have been laid down publicly. 5 

Even without revaluation of energy efficiency, the Northwest states will diverge in terms of the values 
that are included in cost-effectiveness, making a regional application of a single methodology difficult. 
Utilities in states without GHG emission mandates will likely continue to value energy efficiency based 
on average energy. This could also be true of Community Owned Utilities (COUs) in Oregon who are not 
covered under the 100% clean energy standard. The avoided cost values to utilities and their customers 
may arguably be diverging along with values based on clean energy policies.  

Transportation Electrification 
Statutes in California, Washington and Oregon have some form of statement indicating that 
transportation electrification or alternative means of transportation is a form of electric utility customer 
benefit. In Oregon, the language extends to compressed natural gas vehicles as well. Some national 
estimates see electrifying transportation increasing electricity demand up to 15% by 2030 and up to 85% 
by 2050.6 Even if those numbers are aggressive nationally, the West Coast (along with Central Atlantic 
states) is far ahead of other regions in terms of EV infrastructure investment.7 On the other hand, one 
paper said that load growth from EV load could be as little as 1% nationally by 2030.8 

 
5 Provider of Choice (bpa.gov) 

6 2019-03-06-Brattle-Group-The-Coming-Electrification-of-the-NA-Economy.pdf (wiresgroup.com) 

7 Getting to 20 Million EVs by 2030: Opportunities for the Electricity Industry in Preparing for an EV Future (windows.net) 

8 EVs will not boost demand substantially through 2030: report | American Public Power Association 

https://www.bpa.gov/providerofchoice/Pages/provider-of-choice.aspx
https://wiresgroup.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/2019-03-06-Brattle-Group-The-Coming-Electrification-of-the-NA-Economy.pdf
https://brattlefiles.blob.core.windows.net/files/19421_brattle_-_opportunities_for_the_electricity_industry_in_ev_transition_-_final.pdf
https://www.publicpower.org/periodical/article/evs-will-not-boost-demand-substantially-through-2030-report
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It is not unreasonable to forecast significant electric system load growth as a result of EV penetration. 
The Power Council staff analysis base case shows a marked increase in annual electricity demand and 
peak electricity demand from EVs between 2020 and 2045.9 

EV charging will also have a big impact on distribution systems. Some jurisdictions are engaging in 
distribution system planning to better understand the changing uses of the system between EV charging 
and distributed generation. Utilities are thinking through what distribution system assets need to be in 
place to accommodate EV charging. In addition, EV charging may be either a challenge to the 
distribution system capabilities or a tool to dampen ramping or peaks depending on the time of day. 
Rate design may be one way to direct EV charging load in the most beneficial way.10 These points are 
further discussed below.  

Natural Gas 
The role of natural gas is increasingly a topic of investigation under GHG constrained policies. For 
example, the Oregon PUC is currently conducting a docket on the “future of natural gas”. There are 
many decarbonization studies emerging which may conclude quite different roles for retail natural gas 
service going forward. These studies have tested scenarios with continued retail operations with more 
efficient natural gas appliances, scenarios decarbonizing the gas pipeline with renewable natural gas and 
hydrogen, and scenarios that identify significant electrification of current natural gas uses.11  

Natural gas may be seen as more valuable at certain times and replaceable by electricity at others. Retail 
end use of natural gas is a major resource in meeting winter peak in the Northwest. Fully electrifying 
current retail end use natural gas would implicate dozens of GWs of new peaking resources on the 
electric side. At the same time, a state GHG policy such as ODEQ’s Climate Protection Program is likely to 
raise natural gas prices as GHG limits go down and compliance costs go up. Some local jurisdictions such 
as Seattle have banned natural gas in new construction and other cities are considering bans on new 
retail natural gas growth.12  

Renewable natural gas (RNG), biogas from biomass such as landfill waste, food waste and wood waste 
that has been upgraded to pipeline quality, could help to decarbonize the natural gas system. Oregon 
has a statute that allows natural gas utilities to acquire or develop renewable natural gas and get cost 

 
9 2.4_TransportForecastResults.docx | Powered by Box    However, Council staff also shows a mitigating factor could be the development of 

hydrogen used in heavy duty vehicles. DFAC_H2T_vSS.pdf | Powered by Box 

10 EVs and BPA customers; Benefit-cost analysis of EVs for load following utilities in PNW (b-e-f.org) 

11 E3 decarb study  E3_Pacific_Northwest_Pathways_to_2050.pdf (ethree.com); Oregon Clean Pathways Study 

60de718a7baa82569e3fb904_Oregon Clean Energy Pathways Analysis Executive Summary Final.pdf (webflow.com); Washington State 

Decarbonization Study  EER Deep Decarbonization Pathways Analysis for Washington State Dec-16-2016 

12 Lawsuit aims to keep natural gas measure off Spokane ballot | The Spokesman-Review 

https://nwcouncil.app.box.com/s/rqwj8lsnryshsb0gnf1wft8cyfzwxf7y/file/787505922683
https://nwcouncil.app.box.com/s/ua1ajpdqrhw0goljf5x2ixfi5ntgnzdy
http://www.b-e-f.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/E3Finalpptfor-public-release51320.pdf
https://www.ethree.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/11/E3_Pacific_Northwest_Pathways_to_2050.pdf
https://uploads-ssl.webflow.com/5d8aa5c4ff027473b00c1516/60de718a7baa82569e3fb904_Oregon%20Clean%20Energy%20Pathways%20Analysis%20Executive%20Summary%20Final.pdf
https://www.governor.wa.gov/sites/default/files/Deep_Decarbonization_Pathways_Analysis_for_Washington_State.pdf
https://www.spokesman.com/stories/2021/aug/10/lawsuit-aims-to-keep-natural-gas-measure-off-spoka/
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recovery up to a cost cap. However, there are still questions about the extent of low-cost fuel supply for 
RNG and the priority uses for the fuel.  

Green hydrogen may begin to play a bigger role in the energy sector. Some consider the over production 
of solar and wind resources a convenient low-cost source of energy needed to produce green hydrogen. 
Hydrogen produced without burning fossil fuels could be injected into the existing natural gas system to 
lower the GHG content without requiring new appliances at the end use. The National Labs are currently 
examining the potential and limits of this option.13  Green hydrogen could replace some commercial or 
industrial uses of natural gas, but it remains to be seen if it will serve residential homes. The reality of 
wide-spread hydrogen application and the timing of that application is unclear at this point.  

Continued push for electrification of some natural gas uses is a likely scenario. The pace of this transition 
is unknown at this time, but a plausible result of that push would bring additional load to the electric 
grid. 

Climate Change Impacts 
Climate change is altering capacity and energy planning for current Northwest hydro resources. 
Compared to historical averages, more precipitation is expected to fall in the form of rain than snow 
during the winter, meaning less snowpack. This may result in less hydro availability in the summer as 
more water has moved through the system and there is less snowpack storage entering the system in 
the summer.14 

It is possible that climate change will lead to more frequent drought conditions in the West. However, 
some Northwest models show only a change in the timing of rainfall and a reduced snowpack, but not a 
significant change in overall precipitation. With or without increased drought, higher summer 
temperatures will likely increase the chances of wildfire, which can cause disruption to the transmission 
and distribution of electricity. In addition to vegetation management and situational awareness, 
transmission owners/operators may act to deenergize sections of transmission lines during periods of 
high fire threat.  

Another consequence of climate change, higher in-stream temperatures, is likely to create more stress 
on native fish populations. On-going litigation regarding wild salmon runs on the Lower Snake River 
create some uncertainty as to either the future use of several of the dams on the federal hydro system 
or the operations of those dams. This might reduce some of the flexibility of the current federal system, 
but regional attributes would depend on the replacement resources.  

Climate change is also affecting the load shape and delivery of electricity. The Northwest will move 
toward a double peaking system as summer peak grows. Summers are expected to be marked by more 

 
13 HyBlend Project To Accelerate Potential for Blending Hydrogen in Natural Gas Pipelines | News | NREL 

14 Preparing for a resilient Columbia River hydropower system (bpa.gov) 

https://www.nrel.gov/news/program/2020/hyblend-project-to-accelerate-potential-for-blending-hydrogen-in-natural-gas-pipelines.html
https://www.bpa.gov/news/pubs/FactSheets/fs-202102-Preparing-for-a-resilient-Columbia-River-hydropower-system.pdf
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frequent, longer and more intense heat waves. Air conditioning use, already a growing summer load, 
will continue to increase as summer temperatures rise and heat waves become more frequent.  

A net result of these climate change impacts could be that growing summer load will coincide with 
decreasing summer capabilities of the hydro system.  

Regional Transmission 
Conversations about creating a west-wide or regional organized market are picking up again. This leads 
to speculation that an RTO is likely to form in the next 10 years. While the Northwest has tried three 
times before to establish regional transmission markets without success, there has been evidence of 
evolution of thought on this matter recently. For example, several Northwest utilities have joined the 
Energy Imbalance Market (EIM) operated by the California Independent System Operator which 
provides sub-hourly economic dispatch of participating resources. BPA is in the process of determining 
whether to join the EIM. Additional discussions regarding the formation of an Extended Day-Ahead 
Market are continuing. The NW Power Pool is also an example of regional cooperative thinking and 
provides additional visibility into the availability of existing resources and a way to find efficiencies in the 
Northwest electric system.15  

An RTO has the promise of engaging more resources over a larger footprint and using economic dispatch 
to find operational and cost efficiencies potentially lowering GHG emissions as well. In addition to the 
market optimization, the RTO would identify the need for new transmission and allocate the cost of that 
transmission expense accordingly. The allocation of costs can be tricky therefore the governance of any 
RTO would be carefully negotiated. It has been suggested that the California Independent System 
Operator (CAISO) could extend its reach and serve as the host for a West region RTO, however there are 
differing views on whether CAISO governance issues can be resolved. Therefore, the geographical 
borders of an RTO or the timing of its development are not currently clear.  

The Democratization of Energy 
The energy system is becoming more democratized as individual consumers are able to make 
investments in small-scale generation and storage in their homes and businesses. Technology 
improvements have brought distributed solar generation, behind the meter storage, and advanced 
metering to enable time-of-use pricing. This trend means that consumers have resources available to 
manage their energy use rather than simply rely on their utility provider. However, these technologies 
are not necessarily evenly distributed or available. Early adopters tend to have higher incomes and, with 
these new technologies, could take advantage of traditional rate structures. There is a danger of 
creating haves and have-nots according to wealth while stranding less-mobile customers with older 
technologies, less flexibility and higher rates.  Another sign of this trend is a greater recognition by the 

 
1515 Northwest Power Pool (nwpp.org) 

https://www.nwpp.org/resources/2021-nwpp-ra-program-detailed-design
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utility of the evolving uses of the distribution system. Idaho Power, PGE and PacifiCorp are adopting 
distribution system planning which promises to change a virtually invisible utility role in the past into to 
a process that is specifically designed to meet diverse community needs.  

Distribution and Rate Design 
Related to the democratization of energy supply is a new focus on distribution system planning. As 
customers evolve from energy consumers into producers, the distribution system must keep up. 
Customers can now deploy distributed generation and storage on premises. Smart appliances may soon 
respond to signals from the utility (as they do now in California). EV charging is a new type of load 
profile that is not yet fully understood. Advanced metering enables enhanced visibility and load control 
as two-way communication becomes a load management tool. Rate design may be revisited to prompt 
behavioral changes that reduce usage at peak times and encourage new load, such as EV charging, at 
other times.16 

The distribution system could become a resource and help reduce peak load or transmission constraints. 
All this depends on the visibility and control by the system operator which means investment in new 
technologies on the distribution system. Washington and Oregon regulators are both exploring aspects 
of distribution system planning and modernization. IOUs and COUs across the region have either 
deployed smart meters or are in that process. Idaho Power has been publishing extensive biennial Smart 
Grid reports since 2011.17  

Regulation 
Regulators of investor-owned utilities in Oregon and Washington are starting to look at alternative risk 
and reward constructs to incentivize a new set of policy goals. Traditional cost-based regulation 
generally promotes affordable, high quality, reliable service to all residents in a service territory. New 
multi-year or performance-based rate making would incentivize additional policy goals such as 
decarbonization, acquisition of energy efficiency and renewable energy, recognition of energy burden, 
treatment of employees, etc. The Washington Legislature adopted SB 5295 in 2021 which requires all 
general rate case filings to the WUTC include a proposal for a multi-year rate plan. The WUTC must, if 
approving such a plan, determine performance measures with incentive and penalty mechanisms on 
several potential factors including customer satisfaction, clean energy, conservation acquisition, DSM, 
attainment of state energy policies, and others.  

Another point that stakeholders raised was the speed of regulatory action. The pace of market activity 
and policy evolution has picked up and some feel that existing regulatory processes were too slow to 
keep up. Most however also recognized that some of these regulatory issues were getting more 

 
16 PNNL/Idaho PUC, PNNL-28285.pdf 
17 See also, UM 2005 Investigation into distribution system planning, Oregon PUC: State of Oregon: Public Utility Commission of Oregon 

https://epe.pnnl.gov/pdfs/PNNL-28285.pdf
https://apps.puc.state.or.us/edockets/docket.asp?DocketID=21850
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complicated and the tension between resolution of more complicated concepts and quicker process 
were at odds with each other.  

Emerging Implications  
Rapid and intense changes in the energy sector will present challenges and opportunities to regulators, 
utilities and energy customers. Recently adopted state policies in some of the Northwest states have 
established clean energy goals over the next 20 years that will drastically alter the hourly resource mix in 
the Northwest. Additional climate change policies, market changes, and technological advances could 
mean departures from historical practice and trends. The different state policies and customer bases 
throughout the Northwest means that these implications must be different for differently situated 
utilities.  

Regional Utilities and their Regulators 

Electric utilities and regulators must be prepared for growth trends that depart from historical averages. 
Electric vehicle penetration growth and electrification of natural gas service could grow slowly or speed 
up exponentially, creating the risk of fast, large new load growth on the electricity system. Northwest 
utilities will have to adjust to lower average energy market prices and recognize the increasing value of 
capacity and flexibility. Utilities will need to adjust to customers who are both consumers and producers 
and rethink how to shape and accommodate this trend through new rate designs and advanced 
distribution system investments. The need to efficiently integrate increased intermittent renewables on 
the system will drive utilities and regulators to look at the costs and benefits of a Northwest electric 
system with and without an RTO. Utilities may find it necessary to respond to changes in historical hydro 
generation output and summer loads as a result of climate change. Increasingly utilities will value supply 
and demand side resources for their load shapes and geographical locations. 

Natural gas utilities will need to adjust to several possible growth scenarios. The scenarios range from 
service similar to today's load by integrating new efficient appliances and investing in renewable natural 
gas, to a scenario where clean hydrogen substitutes for some natural gas uses and repurposes some 
existing pipeline, to a scenario of policy-driven and market-driven electrification. That large range of 
potential outcomes suggests the natural gas utilities should maintain diligent intelligence gathering and 
a nimble approach to future opportunities depending on whether the utility is a dual fuel utility or a 
natural gas-only utility.  

Utilities and their regulators will be looking at how they involve customers in decision-making.  

Supply Chain 
Energy efficiency technologies may be preferred based on their temporal, geographic, and use values 
rather than simply reducing average energy. The supply chain is also intensely watching federal, state 
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and local clean energy policies to inform long-term product roadmaps as well as watching how different 
regions address increased connectivity needs driven by a more distributed and variable system. 
Standardization of connectivity remains a key input into product development and manufacturers have 
varying perspectives on the role of natural gas in their product lines. The need for collaboration and 
coordination across regions is perceived to be greater than ever to help translate growing localized and 
individual needs into common standards or practices that can be incorporated into product lines. 

End Use Customers 
Utility customers may be offered new choices of supply, generation, and storage technologies. More 
customers will be charging EVs. Customers may have new opportunities to participate in energy 
decision-making with utilities or regulators. Customers and their advocates will be mindful of new 
technology programs, insisting they do not accrue only to wealthier customers and that the roll out of 
new options is equitably distributed. Market transformation based on early-adoption needs to use 
creative approaches to spread opportunity to all segments of the customer base. Customers may have 
to become accustomed and acclimated to new rate designs which could impact the type and timing of 
their energy usage. This would be a huge shift in how most customers currently pay for electric and 
natural gas services. Education may be needed to avoid unintended consequences. 

The Energy System  
A call for a new form of market analysis and transformation would be to determine which technologies 
are best suited for which loads and uses. This includes direct use of natural gas, hydrogen, energy 
efficiency, demand response, etc. GHG emission mandates and a resource stack based on intermittent, 
no-marginal cost renewables means that new system resources can no longer be stacked and used 
according to average dispatch cost; they will be selected by the use, the time of day and year, and the 
decarbonization value. 

Even without the new valuation of energy efficiency, regional cost-effectiveness methodologies will 
become strained as utilities in different states or different circumstances will view the value of energy 
efficiency differently. Regional bodies such as the NW Power and Conservation Council and NEEA will be 
thinking about the convergence and divergence of energy efficiency values in an increasingly complex 
system.  

Key Considerations for the Alliance 
Input from stakeholder interviews and collected information raise some key questions for Board 
discussion and consideration through the strategic planning process: 

1. What are the aspects of NEEA’s current business model / activities that are affirmed by the 
change drivers identified in this paper?  Where does NEEA’s highest value lie?  
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2. If Northwest states, or utilities within a state, diverge from a common approach to energy 
efficiency cost-effectiveness, how will NEEA have to adapt to engage in regional energy 
efficiency market transformation? 

3. What should NEEA’s role be in any efforts to redefine and revalue energy efficiency within 
identified drivers, for example carbon policy mandates, resource adequacy, requirements to 
address energy burden? 

• Is there a role for NEEA to play in understanding how to assess opportunities for 
efficiency (i.e. where, when and how efficiency can be delivered onto the system?)  

4. Should NEEA have a role in the market transformation of clean energy technologies other than 
non-traditional energy efficiency, such as distributed generation, demand management, EV 
charging, hydrogen production and delivery, storage, etc.? 

• Should NEEA have a role in transforming technologies associated with distribution 
system modernization or transmission-side non-wires solutions? 

5. Given the drivers articulated above, what role should NEEA play in increasing the efficiency of 
the natural gas system?  
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